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Why You Need to Advocate NOW.
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☞ Financial Pressures
☞ Changing Environment of Higher Ed
☞ Pre-professional Emphasis
☞ Labor Pressures

—Trends in Higher Education—



☞ Financial Pressures

⇩ Reduced funding (from the State)
💲 Rising tuition & student debt
🕦 Resulting pressure to deliver ‘marketable degrees 
in timely fashion’
✎ Emphasis on accountability
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—Trends in Higher Education—



☞ Changing Environment of 
     Higher Education
💻 Rise of online instruction (pre-Covid)
💲 Rise of for-profit education/the neoliberal university
🕦 Shift to outcomes- and skills-based education
✏ Push for heavier teaching loads
🌐 Increased global emphasis
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—Trends in Higher Education—



☞ Pre-professional emphasis

🎓 Expectation that majors lead to jobs
💲 STEM disciplines heavily financed
💻 PIPA courses in the liberal arts curriculum
⚠ Concern about the ‘crisis’ in the humanities
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—Trends in Higher Education—



~70%*
of faculty were part-time, “temporary” workers in 2010, with 30% T/TT

  
⇩This reduction of tenure-line faculty is compared to a 75% T/TT vs.   
25% “temporary” faculty in 1970
𐄷 Increased workload for tenure-line faculty in era of greater
    accountability
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—Trends in Higher Education—
☞ Labor Pressures

*AAUP = source



HOW to Advocate for your 
Department.
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—Advocating Effectively—



☞ Basic Principles for Advocating   
    Effectively
1. Understand Institutional Context
2. Develop a Departmental Vision
3. Utilize Data to Make More Effective Arguments for Resources
4. Demonstrate the Effectiveness of your Department
5. Build Alliances With Administration, Admissions, Alumni & Career 

Development Offices
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—Advocating Effectively—



☞ 1. Understand Institutional Context

What is my institutional context? 
What are my institution’s mission + priorities? 
Who are my institution’s students? 
What are the sources of institutional funding?
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ASK
Deans/provosts deal with many units, 
all important in distinct ways. Know 
where your unit fits into the big picture. 

—Advocating Effectively—

How can we understand the big picture?



☞ 2. Develop a Departmental Vision

💡Given the institutional context, define a realistic departmental 
vision that 

⇉ Aims to align your departmental vision with the 
mission of the college and/or institution 
◎ Shares your departmental vision and the goals you 
have developed with the dean/provost
⟲ Avoids referring to your unit as merely a “service” 
unit; use “foundational”, “core”, “general education”.
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—Advocating Effectively—



☞ 3. Utilize Data to Make Effective Arguments

☸ # of FTEs & instructional FTEs
☸ Total # SCH/SCH per FTE
☸ # of majors, minors, certificates

☸ # of grad students/completion 
rates

☸ Placement: when and where

☸ Tracking students post-graduation
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—Advocating Effectively—

EXAMPLES OF USEFUL DATA: ☸ Contributions to gen ed / core
☸ Enrollments: intro vs advanced

☸ % of PIPA courses in curriculum

☸ Start up costs for faculty
☸ Research productivity, grants, 
awards, recognitions, campus-wide 
service 
☸ Leadership in national societies

How do peer institutions look? 
How do aspirational peers look?



☞ 4. Demonstrate Department Effectiveness
Given your department’s role within the institution, are you 
doing what you are funded to do?  

Cutting edge research?
High quality undergraduate teaching? 

Successful training / placement of graduate students? Outreach 
to community or K-12 institutions?
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—Advocating Effectively—

ASK

Use data to demonstrate 
departmental effectiveness.



☞ 5A. Build Alliances...

🕦 Don’t hesitate to approach the chair/dean/provost with 
requests for resources
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—Advocating Effectively—

...WITH ADMINISTRATORS

To improve the chances 
of securing support:

⭆ Show how request supports or enhances the 
institution’s mission
💲 Cost-share to demonstrate commitment to the plan
⇨ Address centrality + sustainability of these efforts



☞ 5B. Build Alliances...

Educate staff about your department
Build and maintain contact with alumni who will advocate for you
Newsletters; web site; social media
Alumni awards, alumni days, campus visits
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—Advocating Effectively—

...WITH ADMISSIONS, ALUMNI, AND CAREERS

Development is a slow process. Efforts now may not 
yield tangible results for some time.
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To Sum Up:  Why You Need to 
Advocate NOW (Language Edition)

☞ Program closures 
☞ Increased focus on ‘strategic’ 
     languages
☞ Development of online and  
     hybrid learning (pre-Covid)
☞ Micro-credentialing

☞ Consolidation of departments
☞ Increased use of NTT faculty
☞ Expansion of short-term,   
     professional programs
☞ Increased focus on concrete skills  
    and learning outcomes
☞ Disruptive instructive technologies
     e.g. Duolingo, Mango, Babbel

—Advocating Effectively—



Different Ways to Think about 
Undergraduate Language Education
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Source and Infographic: 
American Academy of Arts & 
Sciences, “The Humanities in 
American Life: At a Glance”
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Humanistic values of inquiry
Knowledge 
Identity
Skills 

Read, write, speak, interpret
Communicate across cultures
Practice empathy
Think critically
Perfect attentive listening
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Who Studies Languages and Why?

Professional applicability
Jobs in

Academic, K-16
Language industry 
International relations
Diplomacy 
International commerce
Tourism, hospitality
Science and technology
Cultural projects

INTRINSIC REASONS INSTRUMENTAL REASONS
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Undergraduate Education in Modern 
Languages (1/2)
● Articulation of a curriculum in support of professional 

aspirations of students; get their feedback!  
● Consideration of several paths to the major with courses 

devoted to cultural, social, professional issues.
● Recruitment of double majors, certificates, minors.
● B.A. in World Languages, e.g. at U of Ottowa: 

https://catalogue.uottawa.ca/en/undergrad/major-world-language-culture/#text 
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Undergraduate Education in Modern 
Languages (2/2) 
● Less about transmission of a canon, less about disciplinary

purity, more about education of students as speakers,
readers, writers, with conversancy in the culture.

● High level of oral + written proficiency is the goal of most 
learners. 

● Link to programs on campus and abroad in social sciences,
STEM, business, etc.  Be tentacular! 



Some Successful Models.
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https://language.iastate.edu/
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Languages and Cultures for the 
Professions (Iowa State)

⇩ Fewer credits that traditional language major
🔎 Focused on professional and global communication
◎ Technical and professional courses in the target language
🌏 Study abroad/international internship required
 Language & culture training within professional 

environment
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Sample Program of Study: 
Iowa State LCP Spanish

Core (12 credits)
Spanish conversation for professionals
Spanish for business and professions
Intro to Spanish-English translation
Internship/Study Abroad

Lit & Comp (12 credits)
Spanish grammar and comp
Intro to Reading Hispanic texts
Spain Today OR Spanish Civ
Latin America Today OR 
Latin-American Civ

Electives (6 credits)
Lit Survey
Seminar (topics in lit or culture)

30 credits after fourth-semester Spanish
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Final Thoughts.
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☞ What to do next:
● Promote the discipline, your programs + 

departments.
● Increase your visibility on campus.
● Collaborate with academic units across campus.
● Reach out beyond campus to new communities.
● Be tentacular. On campus and beyond. 
● Demonstrate the value of our programs, and the 

humanities, to students, parents, administrators.
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